Position: Summer Associate – Energy and Infrastructure Development

Introduction:
Bechtel Enterprises, Inc. (BEn) is the project development, project finance, and investment arm of Bechtel, the world’s leading engineering and construction company. BEn provides a depth of services to Bechtel and its clients including project development, financial advisory, and financing services. Key sectors of specialty include Power and Energy, Oil, Gas & Chemicals, Water, Transportation, Smart Infrastructure, Communications, Nuclear, Transmission, and Mining & Metals. We co-develop projects with our partners; provide sovereign and project financing services; support sales and acquisitions of projects, companies, and technologies for Bechtel business units; invest in the development of new technologies; and manage Bechtel ownership interests in projects. We have developed over 70 projects, representing $46 billion in capital costs, and have helped arrange over $54 billion in financing for Bechtel projects. Bechtel Enterprises is headquartered in Reston, Virginia and has offices in Houston, London, Singapore, and Washington, D.C. It is comprised of more than 35 professionals. Bechtel is privately owned with more than 38,000 employees around the world.

We are currently recruiting a Summer Associate – Project Finance who will be based in Reston, Virginia. The minimum length of the program is 10 weeks with an expected start date of June 6, 2022.

Primary Responsibilities:
Within a team environment, the Summer Associate works on a range of assignments in support of project development in the Energy and Infrastructure sectors including Power, Renewables, Transportation, Digital Infrastructure, Smart Cities, Telecommunications and other related market segments. Responsibilities within the team include:

- Supporting strategic positioning and origination of project development opportunities in key market sectors
- Screening and evaluating project opportunities, conducting due diligence, assisting in negotiating joint development agreements, obtaining corporate approvals and developing projects with our development partners
- Preparation, coordination, and timely submission of all deliverables required in active project development pursuits, project bids and project financing including preparing qualifications and proposals, reviewing commercial agreements, and analyzing potential financing, development and partnership structures
- Other Energy and Infrastructure development activities including financial and economic analysis and modeling of potential projects, permitting, site control negotiations, and project financing

Job Qualifications:
- Currently enrolled in an MBA or other related advanced degree program
- Must possess a Bachelor’s degree
- Demonstrate interest in Energy and Infrastructure development
- Experience in project development, investment, finance, data analytics, project management, engineering, procurement, or construction is preferred
- Candidate is expected to have a command of finance theory and the ability to apply theoretical concepts to practical issues and decisions in business
- Proficiency in Microsoft Excel and other quantitative analysis tools
- Ability to perform quantitative analysis independently is critical
- Eagerness to help Bechtel identify and seize new business opportunities
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills
- Foreign language skills and work experience in multiple countries are beneficial